Why TBTEAM is needed?
To understand
we must first understand
go beyond
catchy name
Although it is closely related
mechanism
What is a mechanism?
System composed by parts that operate or interact
producing something
System?
Inputs – Processes - Outputs
Processes that interact between them
= TB Technical Assistance Mechanism
To improve our efforts in TB control
Are we saying that...
Opportunity
Technical Assistance needs
To obtain better results?
Yes
Looks useful
...and easy
so, where is the catch
(there’s always a catch)
To have working for you
3 elements should be
You must KNOW your TA needs
2.
To know your TA needs you must UNDERSTAND what is not working as good as you want (in what you are doing now)
3.
To understand that, you must KNOW what you are doing, why you are doing it, what are you expecting as a result of what you are doing and how to measure the achievements (or failures) of this expected results.
This is what people used to call
a plan
Back to School
TBTEAM

= TA Plan
TA plan
even
if you don’t feed the system with your inputs it won’t work for you
This implies
Why TBTEAM is needed?
I would request him/her
M&E Mission
GLC Mission
Lab Mission
PAL Mission
Consultant
TB HIV
Global Fund
reports
Information
System
Bilateral partner
PPM consultant
lack $ = Global Fund
World TB Day
Investigation
H1N1
PMV Consultant
PPM
World Fund
Discussed, September 2009
12 prioritized countries have committed to appoint
Our next steps include
E=MC^2
But is important
This is just one part
A visible one
One link of the big chain
= Is the mean and not the end
(don’t forget)
If you want this
You need
Otherwise there is a risk of ending with this